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At the game, Washington celebrated with a large graphic of their Indian
head logo and the phrase ‘Native American Heritage Month’ Photo
courtesy @_TheSalesman on Twitter.
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“Public dollars should be
spent empowering
communities, not
dehumanizing them …"
- NCAI President
Jefferson Keel

Washington NFL franchise celebrating
Native American Heritage Month?
By Vincent Schilling
Over the weekend, the Washington NFL franchise hosted the Houston
Texans. At the game, Washington celebrated with a large graphic of their
Indian head logo and the phrase ‘Native American Heritage Month’ that
showed on the stadium’s indoor electronic billboard.
Twitter user @_TheSalesman / Future Doctor posted a few images of his
attendance at the Washington game against the Texans. Notably, he
tweeted “The f***ing irony.”
On October 26th, the National Congress of American Indians passed a
resolution at their 75th annual convention publicly opposing the
Washinton NFL team’s return to the District of Columbia “until the
franchise end’s its use of the derogatory R-word as its name and mascot.”
To finish reading article and see other pictures from game, click here
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Hawai‘i Supreme Court
Approves Thirty Meter
Telescope on Mauna Kea
By Christine Hitt
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The controversial telescope has been given the approvals
necessary for a permit that will allow it to start construction
The Hawai‘i Supreme Court ruled in favor of the Thirty Meter
Telescope (TMT) Oct. 30 and affirmed the Board of Land and
Natural Resources’ decision to issue a permit for the $1.4
billion telescope project on top of Mauna Kea.

TMT artist rendering of the now approved telescope.
What the proposed TMT telescope will look like when
construction is completed. Photo courtesy TMT

The ruling is the latest in a long history of court battles that
have ignited passionate objections by many Kanaka Maoli
(Native Hawaiian) groups. Construction for the telescope was
halted in 2015, following protests that included blocking the
road to the top of Mauna Kea and arrests of as much as 31
people on one day.

“Despite four state audits and generations of Native Hawaiians expressing concern about the threats to Maunakea,
the state and the University of Hawai‘i have continuously neglected their legal duties to manage the mountain
adequately. Instead, they have consistently prioritized astronomical development at the expense of properly caring
for Maunakea’s natural and cultural resources,” the Office of Hawaiian Affairs said in a statement following the
approval.
“The Supreme Court’s ruling today demonstrates an urgent need for the state to create mechanisms to ensure that
constitutionally protected practices and cultural resources are not sacrificed or abridged.”
Social media propelled the issue nationally in 2015 with celebrities joining the protest, such as Rosario Dawson,
Nicole Scherzinger, and Jason Momoa. Opponents believe the mountain to be sacred and that further telescopes
will add to its desecration.
“This is nothing compared to what they are going to build,” wrote Momoa in an Apr. 3, 2015 Instagram post,
standing next to one telescope currently on Mauna Kea. “What kind of foundation would it take to hold your 18 story
telescope. Bomb into our sacred mountain. For what. You take and lie and take. Shame on u.”
Supporters say they look forward to new opportunities in the fields of astronomy and astrophysics by being able to
see further into the universe with a telescope that’s “three times as wide, with nine times more area, than the largest
existing visible-light telescope in the world,” according to TMT’s website, adding that the telescope brings
possibilities of discovering, in detail, planets orbiting other stars, and also the chance to find signs of life elsewhere.
Continue reading about controversial telescope here

UPDATE: Medford Mayor
halts auction of Native items Auction violated NAGPRA
By Vincent Schilling
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Medford Public Library will no
longer be selling sacred items
listed in an auction thanks to
the city's mayor.
Screen capture Google Maps
street view

Medford Public Library posted a public notice on Nov 13th alerting the public they would be auctioning
'surplus goods'
UPDATE: On November 20, Medford Wicked Local correspondent Miranda Willson posted the following article:
Medford City Solicitor: Native American auction illegal under federal law.
The City of Medford's Law Department has determined the scheduled auction was not in compliance with
NAGPRA, the Native American Graves and Repatriation Act.
Willson also posted a series of tweets following the process of her reporting:
From November 19, 2018
Medford city Mayor Stephanie M. Burke has stepped forward to remove a list of sacred Native American
cultural items from a scheduled Medford Public Library auction after social media outrage and protests by
Native Americans opposing the sale.
The auction was scheduled to take place on December 1st and was to be hosted by Skinner Auctioneers and
Appraisers, an independent auction company based in Boston.
To see tweets and read original story, click here

Colorado Pizzeria draws social media
fire after 'Sorry about all the
Smallpo²' pizza ad
By Vincent Schilling
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A pizzeria in Colorado apologizes for an ad
in which a settler offers Native Americans a
slice of pepperoni pizza
A Colorado-based Right Coast Pizza has drawn
considerable social media fire for posting an
ad making light of Native Americans who died
from smallpox-infested blankets.

Social media image: Twitter Qasim Rashid, Esq.

The advertisement, which appeared in last
week's issue of Bandwagon Magazine, was
photographed and posted to social media
several times.

The company has apologized for the ad and pulled it off of their social media accounts.
The ad, in which a woman settler is seen holding a pizza, says to a Native American sitting on the
ground, "Sorry about all the Smallpox ... Who wants a slice of pepperoni?"
Social media comments came quickly in response last Thursday.
One vocal opponent to the advertisement that resides in the region is the Northern Colorado Latino
Foundation who's Board President, Joe Molina, made a public statement on their Facebook page.
"We are saddened by the privilege of Right Coast Pizza in turning the genocide of Native Americans
into a very inappropriate display of derogatory humor. We ask that BandWagon Magazine publisher
take this experience seriously..."
Shortly after the response on Facebook and Twitter, Bandwagon Magazine and Right Coast Pizza
issued apologies on Facebook.
Read the statements from the Right Coast Pizza and Bandwagon Magazine regarding the ad here
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A firefighter battles a fire along the Ronald Reagan (118) Freeway in Simi Valley,
Calif., Monday, Nov. 12, 2018. (AP Photo/Ringo H.W. Chiu).

'Devastated' Lytton Tribe donates $1 million
to victims of deadly CA wildfire
By Teri Hansen
Firefighters from the U.S. Forest Service Interagency Hot
Shot Group were immediately deployed to the Camp Fire
California’s current spate of destructive wildfires hasn’t
driven any tribal peoples from their homes, but the Camp
Fire in northern California’s Butte County, named after its
origin of Camp Creek, is now the deadliest and most
destructive wildfire in California history. In fact, it is the
worst wildfire in American history and has obliterated
Paradise, a town of 27,000.
The fire started in the early morning hours of November 8
and swept into the town so fast residents had little time to
evacuate, if they were notified at all. Traffic gridlock swiftly
ensued. Tires melted. Some people jumped from their cars
and ran for their lives. A reported few survived by
submerging their bodies in areas of water.
As of this writing, the fire has caused 63 fatalities, left 631
people unaccounted for, destroyed nearly 12,000 structures,
and covered an area of about 140,000 acres. It forced the
evacuation of six towns and threatened more communities
than that. As of November 15, the fire was 40 percent
contained, and still threatened 15,000 structures.
To continue reading story on California Wildfires, click
here

Indian Country applauds USA
Today for Native inclusion in
Congress graphic
By Vincent Schilling
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Native tweeters and social media allies are
applauding the efforts of USA Today and the
journalists related to a story
Native Twitter and allies are applauding the efforts of
USA Today and the journalists related to a story in which
Native congress-elect members were at first not included
-- but adjustments were made -- after a simple inquiry by
a Native medical student Alec Calac.
Last week Alec Calac, Pauma Band of Luiseño Indians -a medical student at UC San Diego School of Medicine.
and a former Health Policy Fellow at the National Indian
Health Board -- was reading a USA Today article and saw
no Native members of Congress included in the graphic.
Considering the historic election wins of Deb Haaland and Sharice Davids in the 2018 midterms, Calac says he knew
they should have been included.
"I immediately knew something was wrong when there was no mention of the historic campaigns run by now
Representative-elect Deb Haaland (NM-01) and Representative-elect Sharice Davids (KS-03)," Calac wrote to ICT in
an email.
"I suspected that Native Americans were not represented on USA Today’s data visualization when there was only 1
person listed under Asian/other Republicans, which is incorrect due to Representatives Markwayne Mullin (Cherokee
Nation) and Tom Cole (Chickasaw Nation), who will both be in the 116th Congress."
Calac also says that Deb Haaland and Sharice Davids were not even grouped into Asian/other Democrats. "They
were left out entirely," he wrote.
"I reached out to USA Today, and they worked with me to update their data visualizations. Within a day, this
seemingly minor mistake was corrected, but in my eyes, this was a glaring error in how Indian Country is reported on
by the mainstream media, highlighting the need to consult organizations like the Native American Journalists
Association (NAJA)," wrote Calac.
Calac says that though the names were initially left out, he appreciated the response by USA Today journalist
Deborah Berry who also arranged with her colleague James Sergent -- who created the graphic -- to make the
adjustment and include Native representation accurately.
Finish reading story and see social media reaction here
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TOP 10 - A week's end review of the top stories in
Indian Country Today, as picked by our readers
Click here to view the Top 10 stories last week

Make sure to
visit our website
on your smartphone!
IndianCountryToday.com
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#NativeNerd Column - A Native Nerd Tribute to Stan Lee
Including 15 notable Native superheroes from the Marvel Universe -A universe overseen by the watcher himself, Stan Lee
Check out the most recent #NativeNerd article
by Vincent Schilling here

Have questions about
our weekly ICT
newsletter?
Reach out to Associate
Editor
Vincent Schilling
vschilling@indiancountry
today.com
Twitter- @VinceSchilling
Contributions to this
newsletter courtesy
Kolby KickingWoman
Twitter - @kdkw_406
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By Mark Trahant
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Native vote headline: Turnout was good, but it did not match voter
participation during a presidential year
Now that the election is over, let’s take a tour through Indian
Country’s data landscape. The country is divided into red and blue
states, red for Republican, blue for Democrats. And in just about every
red state, Indian Country shows up as a blue dot, an island.
And what do the numbers say? Indian Country plays a unique role,
especially in rural America.

Montana Sen. Jon Tester won re-election and
the state's tribal vote was an essential part of
his coaltion. (File photo by Mark Trahant)

Montana Sen. Jon Tester, a Democrat, has now won three statewide
races. His coalition includes Native voters, urban voters, and a small
slice of Republicans who value his independence.

How does this work? Look at the unsuccessful Democrat running for the House in Montana, Kathleen Williams. She
underperformed with all three groups and lost to Rep. Greg Gianforte overall by about five points -- she carried
Indian Country, but by just a few points less than Tester. In Roosevelt County, for example, a county that is majority
Assiniboine Sioux and other Native people, Tester earned 68 percent of the votes compared to Matt Rosendale’s 39
percent. But in the same county, Williams had 54 percent to Gianforte’s 43 percent.
In Arizona, the coalition that helped Democrat Kyrsten Sinema defeat Republican Martha McSally followed the same
path, winning Native voters throughout the state, plus rolling up large margins in Phoenix and Tucson. There is
another interesting tidbit in this race: The Green Party candidate also received more than 50,000 votes -- more than
2 percent -- keeping Sinema under 50 percent.
It’s still too early to report a comprehensive look at Native voter turnout from the election, but there is some
interesting early data from Indian Country using figures at the county level. The headline is that turnout was good,
but it did not match voter participation during a presidential year.
Montana is a great example. Glacier County includes the Blackfeet Nation and its population is more than 63
percent tribal citizens. A little more than 60 percent of the county voters went to the polls, compared to nearly 72
percent for Montanans in general. Two years ago that turnout rate was 69 percent in that county. And how does that
60 percent compare to other midterm elections? Four years ago only 45 percent of the voters participated. (And in
the midterm election before that turnout was only 34 percent.)
Keep reading Trahant's piece on Indian Country's role at the polls by clicking here
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be sterilized before they could
see newborns
By Vincent Schilling
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Indigenous women — now unable to have children —
were reassured by medical professionals that
procedures were reversible
Sixty Indigenous women are filing a class-action lawsuit
alleging forced sterilizations over the past nearly three
decades, According to a CBC radio report.

Exterior of the Royal University Hospital in Saskatchewan.
Photo www.saskatoonhealthregion.ca

A large group of Indigenous women are seeking a classaction lawsuit for alleged forced sterilizations that took
place over the past twenty-five years in Saskatchewan. The
women are each claiming 7 million dollars in damages.

According to the report, the sterilizations occurred as early as 2017, and the women are alleging they were told the
procedure was reversible according to Alisa Lombard, who works with Maurice Law, the first indigenous owned law
firm in Canada.
"In the throes of labor ... they would be approached, harassed, coerced into signing these consent forms," Lombard
said in the written article. Lombard also told the CBC that women could not leave until they agreed to have their
tubes tied, cut or cauterized. Lombard added that “they could not see their baby until they agreed.”
In the CBC radio program titled “The Current” with Anna Maria Tremonti, Tremonti states that the show requested an
interview with Federal Minister of Indigenous Services, Jane Philpott. Tremonti said on the program, that Philpott
could not come to the show, but said Philpott was on the record stating forced sterilizations were a “very serious
violation of human rights.”
Read the show transcript here. Listen to the program online here.
According to the article written by Padraig Moran, there was an independent review on the forced sterilizations and
that Jackie Mann, the vice-president of integrated health services for the Saskatoon Health Region apologized.
Mann said in the article, which was from a press conference on July 27, 2017: “I want to apologize to the women
who came forward in the review … I am truly sorry for the coercion for tubal ligation that you experienced while in
our care."
A sound clip from the radio program at the top of the program is from an Indigenous woman who is currently
involved in the lawsuit. The woman -- who says she trusted the medical professionals who had assured her the
procedure was reversible -- shares her situation in the audio clip: “When I learnt that there was zero chance of me
having children … I felt violated as a woman, because a woman’s ability to have children is a huge part of their
identity.”
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